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Optical evidence for mass enhancement of quasiparticles in pyrochlore Cd2Re2O7
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We report on the results of optical studies of the superconductor Cd2Re2O7 in the normal state. We show that
the compound has an exotic metallic state at low temperature. The optical conductivity spectrum exhibits two
distinct features: a sharp renormalized resonance mode at zero frequency and a broad midinfrared excitation
band. Detailed analysis reveals a moderate enhancement of the effective mass at low temperature and low
frequency.
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The magnetically frustrated pyrochlore oxides, whi
have a general formulaA2B2O7 whereB stands for a transi-
tion metal, have attracted considerable interest recently.
B cations are sixfold coordinated and located within distor
octahedra. Those octahedra are corner sharing and fo
three-dimensional network.1 The pyrochlore oxide,
Cd2Re2O7, is metallic at room temperature. This compou
undergoes a second-order phase transition at around 2
and enters a better metallic state in low temperature.2 Very
recently it was found that Cd2Re2O7 becomes superconduc
ing below 2 K. This makes this compound the first superc
ductor in the pyrochlore family.3–5 It is of great interest to
investigate the peculiar electronic state lying behind the
perconductivity. For this purpose we have investigated
optical properties of the compound at different temperatu
in the normal state. An exotic metallic phase with strong
correlated electrons was revealed in the study.

The single crystals of Cd2Re2O7 were grown using a
vapor-transport method described in detail in Ref. 6. Th
were well characterized by x-ray diffraction, electron diffra
tion, resistivity, and specific-heat and magnetic-susceptib
measurements, showing superconductivity belowTc
;1.5 K.2,5,6 The crystal structure is face-centered cub
Near normal incidence reflectivity spectra,R(v), were mea-
sured from 30 to 40 000 cm21 on a natural growth surfac
normal to thea axis. Standard Kramers-Kronig transform
tions were employed to derive the frequency-dependent c
ductivity and dielectric function.

Cd2Re2O7 exhibits an unusual temperature-dependent
resistivity in the normal state: it is almostT independent at
high temperature but decreases rapidly below 200 K. T
behavior, displayed in the inset of Fig. 1, is inconsistent w
the traditional electron-phonon scattering mechanism, wh
should yield a linearT-dependent behavior at high temper
ture. Below 50 K, the dc resistivity follows an approximate
quadraticT dependence, implying electron-electron scatt
ing and a Fermi-liquid-like state at low temperature. T
reflectivity data at 300 K, 150 K, and 24 K are shown in F
1. We note immediately that the reflectivity in the fa
infrared spectral range increases with decreasing temp
ture, characteristic of metallic response. However, the refl
tivity in the midinfrared range decreases with decreas
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temperature. This suggests a redistribution of spectral we
with decreasing temperature, which should be seen m
clearly in the frequency-dependent conductivity spectra. T
reflectivity at high frequency isT independent. A plasma
edge minimum is seen at frequency close to 15 000 cm21.

The real part of the conductivity,s1(v), is shown in Fig.
2. We use the Hagen-Rubens relation for the low-freque
extrapolation in the Kramers-Kronig analysis. The condu
tivity spectrum at room temperature exhibits a number
phonon modes (170 cm21, 280 cm21, 372 cm21,
570 cm21) together with broad electronic excitations.7 As
temperature decreases,s1(v) is significantly enhanced in
the far-infrared range through spectral weight shifted fro
midinfrared electronic excitations below 3300 cm21. From
the spectrum at 24 K, one can identify two distinct featur
a narrow Drude-like resonance atv50 and very broad mid-
infrared excitations. We emphasize here that the Drude-

FIG. 1. The frequency-dependent reflectivity of Cd2Re2O7 at
300 K, 150 K, and 24 K. The lower inset shows the dc resistivity
a function of temperature. The upper inset shows the Drude-Lor
fit to the low-T reflectivity curve over a broad frequency range.
©2002 The American Physical Society34-1
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peak is not a consequence of the low-frequency extrapola
since it is found that different extrapolations almost do n
affect the spectra in the measured frequency range. The
ductivity spectra differ markedly from the optical respon
for a simple metal. The observation highlights the man
body nature in the coherent metallic state of Cd2Re2O7 at
low temperature. We noticed that the conductivity spec
resemble those of heavy-fermion~HF! systems where simila
and even narrower resonances are found in the l
frequency conductivity in nearly all HF metals. In addition
the effect induced by the electron-electron correlation,
electron-phonon interaction seems to be strong at low t
perature as well. Except for the phonon mode at 570 cm21,
almost all other phonon modes shift to higher frequenc
~hardening! in a low-temperature metallic state. A new ph
non mode appears at 340 cm21 at 150 K and 24 K. This is
consistent with the electron-diffraction measurement wh
indicated a structural modulation associated with the ph
transition at 200 K.2

To isolate the different components of the electronic
citations, we fit simultaneouslyR(v) ands1(v) at 24 K to
a sum of a Drude term and Lorentz oscillators. This w
reduce the uncertainty caused by the extrapolation
Kramers-Kronig analysis. The general formula for the co
plex dielectric function is8

ē~v!5e`2
vp*

2

v21 ivGD

1(
vp, j

2

~v j
22v2!2 ivG j

, ~1!

wheree` is the dielectric constant at high frequency,vp* and
GD in the Drude term are the plasma frequency and the
laxation rate of the free charge carriers, whilev j , G j , and
vp, j are the resonance frequency, the damping, and the m
strength of the Lorentz oscillators, respectively. As shown
the inset of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, bothR(v) ands1(v) can be
well fit to a Drude part and two Lorentz oscillators over

FIG. 2. The frequency-dependent conductivity of Cd2Re2O7 at
300 K, 150 K, and 24 K. Inset shows the Drude-Lorentz fit to t
low-v conductivity spectrum at 24 K.
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broad frequency range.9 The Drude component has a plasm
frequency ofvp* 56800 cm21 and width of 21 cm21. The
Lorentz parameters are vp,1535 350 cm21, G1

59000 cm21, and v15400 cm21, and vp,2

55500 cm21, G251910 cm21, andv253270 cm21. We
can see that the Drude part, though dominating the st
conductivity, has only a fraction of the total spectral weig
below the frequency of reflectivity minimum.

From the fitting parameters of the Drude component,
estimated conductivity at the static limit, in terms of th
simple Drude model, is around 38 500V21 cm21. This is in
agreement with the reported dc resistivity data.3 The dc ex-
perimental data at 24 K in our measurement~see the inset of
Fig. 1! is about 34 000V21 cm21, which is a bit smaller
than the zero-frequency extrapolation of the optical da
However, such discrepancy is within the systematic errors
experiments. Since the reflectance at the far-infrared reg
is close to the unit, the uncertainty of the reflectance e
within 0.5% could give a substantial difference of condu
tivity in the static limit. In addition, the uncertainty of th
geometric factors also adds some errors to the dc resist
data.

An alternative way of making quantitative compariso
between the low-frequency resonance mode and ove
spectral weight below the interband transition is to sum
spectral weight under the conductivity spectrum. The u
screened optical plasma frequency can be estimated by s
ming the spectral weight below the frequency of the int

band transition, 8*0
v8s1(v)dv54pne2/mB5vp

2 , wherev8
is a cutoff frequency. By integrating the conductivity
15 000 cm21 where the conductivity spectrum shows
well-defined minimum, we getvp533104 cm21. This
value is approximately the same for calculations at the th
different temperatures. This plasma mode is clearly see
the optical reflectivity as the high-frequency plasma ed
and in the real part of the dielectric function as a zero cro
ing at high frequency. Similarly, by applying sum-rule arg
ments, we can calculate the spectral weight below the nar
Drude-like mode and obtain another plasma frequency
vp*

254pne2/m* 58*0
vcs1(v)dv, wherem* is the effec-

tive mass at low frequency andvc is another cutoff fre-
quency only for the narrow Drude-like mode. The value
vp* we obtained is 6720 cm21. This value is close to the on
we obtained from the above Drude-Lorentz fit, but it is s
nificantly smaller than the unscreened plasma frequency

The occurrence of a sharp and narrow resonance mod
v50 together with very broad midinfrared excitations in t
optical conductivity of strongly correlated systems w
widely explained in terms of the renormalized quasipartic
in the many-body picture.10–12 It was suggested that th
finite-energy modes, basically containing all the spec
weight at high temperature, are associated with the unre
malized band massmB . As the temperature is lowered, co
relation effects dressing the free charge carriers are m
fested through the redistribution of the spectral weig
between the higher and lower frequency. The sharp and
row Drude-like component appears as a consequence o
enhancement of both the effective mass and the scatte
4-2
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time. With the assumption that the total charge-carrier d
sity does not change with temperature, it is possible to
rectly estimate the enhancement of the effective mass
m* /mB5vp

2/vp*
2 , which gives value of 20. Indeed, specifi

heat measurements on Cd2Re2O7 indicated an enhance
electronic specific-heat coefficient,g;30 mJ/mol K2.3,5 The
behavior of the upper critical fieldHc2 vs T also indicates
that the Cooper pairs are composed of rather heavy quas
ticles. Qualitatively, the optical measurement is in agreem
with the enhancement picture of effective mass.

It should be noted that the enhancement factorm* /mB
refers to the enhanced effective mass in relation to the b
mass, which could be significantly larger than the fre
electron massme .12,14 According to the available band
structure calculation of this material,15 the Fermi surfaces
consist of nearly spherical electron pockets centered at thG
point and a very heavy-hole section at the zone bound
The calculated density of states nearEF is derived mainly
from the heavy-hole bands, which produces the bare b
specific-heat coefficient as large asg512.4 mJ/mol K2.
Comparing with the measured value of 30 mJ/mol K2, we
obtain a mass enhancement due to the many-body effe
m* /mB52.4. However, this value is much smaller than t
value of 20 obtained from optical conductivity analys
which is solely due to the electron correlation effects. O
possible explanation for the contradiction is that the m
enhancements in specific heat and transport are assoc
with different bands in the electronic structure. The ma
enhancement in specific heat mainly comes from the hea
hole sheets with a small correlation effect; on the other ha
the transport is dominated by the light electron band wit
strong renormalization effect by electron correlations. T
latter argument is also supported by Hall-effe
measurements.5

Figure 3 shows the real part of the dielectric functio
e1(v), as a function of frequency. The zero-crossing f

FIG. 3. The frequency dependence of the dielectric function
Cd2Re2O7 at 300 K, 150 K, and 24 K. The high-frequency plasm
mode is seen as the zero-crossing feature atv'15 000 cm21. Inset
shows thee1 vs v22 plot at low temperature.
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quency at around 15 000 cm21, corresponding to the plasm
edge in the reflectance spectrum, represents the scre
overall plasma frequency. The contribution of the broad m
infrared bands to the real part of the dielectric functio
e1(v), varies very slowly withv over a large frequency
range below the frequency of zero crossing. The lo
frequencye1(v) at high temperature can become even po
tive because of the contributions from phonon modes
some localized effect of quasiparticles.

Let us analyze the low-T spectrum ofe1(v) in the low-
frequency range due to the contribution from the renorm
ized Drude-like component. Because the contribution of
broad midinfrared bands toe1(v) varies slowly inv, in the
case ofv@GD the real part of dielectric function, in terms o
Eq. ~1!, can be approximated ase1(v)'ex2vp*

2/v2, where
ex represents a background dielectric constant at a high
quency determined bye` and contributions from broad mid
infrared excitations. Then, the slope in ae1 vs v22 plot will
provide the value of thevp*

2 for the renormalized Drude-like
component. The inset of Fig. 3 shows thee1 vs v22 plot.
The solid and dashed lines are the experimental and the
ear fit to the data, respectively. The value ofvp* extracted is
6620 cm21, which is in good agreement with those dete
mined in the above analysis.

The frequency dependence of the scattering rate as we
of the effective mass can be alternatively determined by
ing the generalized Drude model by

m*

mB
5

vp
2

4pv

s2~v!

s1
2~v!1s2

2~v!
, ~2!

1

t~v!
5

vp
2

4p

s1~v!

s1
2~v!1s2

2~v!
, ~3!

wherevp
2 is the unscreened overall plasma frequency. T

analysis is also quite often used to quantify the renormal
tion effect of electronic correlation in HF materials.12,13,16

The derived spectra of the effective mass and of the sca
ing rate with vp533104 cm21 are plotted in Fig. 4. At
room T, the spectra of 1/t depends weakly onv. As T is
lowered, the 1/t is suppressed at lowv. In accord with this,
the effective mass is enhanced. We observedm* /mB'20 for
T524 K, which is well in agreement with the value ob
tained above.

Our study revealed unambiguously the renormalizat
effect by strong electron correlation in Cd2Re2O7, which
makes the optical response quite similar to other HF mat
als. The major difference is that here the effective mas
relatively smaller than typical HF metals with 4f and 5f
electrons. This is understandable considering the fact tha
heavy electrons in correlated systems originate, in gene
from the interaction of the localizedf or d electrons with the
bands of delocalized electrons. This leads to the strong m
ing, or hybridization, of the Fermi electrons with the loca
ized f or d electrons. The final result is a renormalization
the Fermi surface and a drastic enhancement of the effec
mass of free band electrons atEF . Cd2Re2O7 is a transition-
metal system with 5d electrons. The 5d wave function is

f

4-3
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much more spatially extended than 4f or 5f electrons, which
naturally results in a relatively smallerm* /mB . We specu-
late that, similar to other heavy fermion superconducting m
terials, the superconductivity observed in this material is d
to the condensate of those relatively heavy electrons.

Finally we remark that Cd2Re2O7 is not the unique oxide
material exhibiting an enhancement of the effective mas

FIG. 4. The frequency dependence of the quasiparticle effec
mass and scattering rate of Cd2Re2O7 at 300 K, 150 K, and 24 K.
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low temperature. The metallic mixed-valent compou
LiVO4, which also has the pyrochlore lattice of transitio
metal V, is another example showing unusual and strong
behavior at lowT. It should be noted that, in such oxid
materials, both the localized electrons and delocalized b
electrons should originate from thed electrons of the transi-
tion metals. At present, the physical origin of the heavy q
siparticle excitations is far from clear. It is suggested tha
differs considerably from that of other known H
systems.17,18

In conclusion, our optical study reveals that the lowT
metallic state of Cd2Re2O7 is quite different from a simple
metal. The spectra consist of two distinct charge excitatio
a sharp renormalized resonance mode at zero frequency
broad midinfrared excitation. The analysis reveals a mod
ate enhancement of the effective mass at low tempera
and frequency. We compare the optical effective-mass
hancement with that from thermodynamical data. Our ana
sis suggests that different bands in the electronic struc
are associated with the enhancements of specific heat
transport.
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